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Abstract: From last decade, when Molodtsov introduced the theory of soft set as a new approach to deal with uncertainties,
until now this theory was considered sharply by a fair number of researchers. Combination of fuzzy set theory and soft set
theory, called fuzzy soft set theory, by Maji et.al opened a new way for researchers whose frame work of study is soft sets
and fuzzy sets. Although published papers in this area have considered both application and theoretical aspects of fuzzy soft
set theory, the concept of norm for a fuzzy soft set has not been studied yet. We begin this paper by introducing fuzzy soft
real numbers, which are needed for study fuzzy soft norm, and then continued by considering fuzzy soft norm. Fixed-point
theorem is also investigated for fuzzy soft normed spaces.
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1 Introduction
We live in the world of uncertainties, where most of the
problems which we face are vague rather than precise.
These vague concepts are due to limited knowledge or in-
complete information. During past decades different math-
ematical theories like probability theory, fuzzy set theory
[15], and rough set theory [27] were introduced to deal with
various types of uncertainties. Although a wide range of
problems can be solved by these methods, some difficulties
has been remained.
Lack of parameterization tools in all previous theories,
leaded to introduce soft set theory by Molodtsove [1] in
1999. A soft set is in fact a set-valued map which gives
an approximation description of objects under consideration
based on some parameters. Hence the set of all soft sets over
a universal set can be considered as a function space. Since
then, Maji et.al [2, 3] discussed theoretical aspects and prac-
tical applications of soft sets in decision making problems.
For more details about soft set theory see [2, 3, 6, 7, 8]. But
since almost all the time in real life situations we have in-
exact information about considered objects, in 2002, Maji
et.al [4] studied the combination of fuzzy set theory and
soft set theory and gave a new concept called fuzzy soft set.
This new notion expanded the concept of soft set from crisp
cases to fuzzy cases and then in [5], they applied this new
method to solve decision making problems. Kharal and Ah-
mad in [25] studied some properties of fuzzy soft set and
then in [26] defined the concept of mapping on fuzzy soft
classes. Topological studies of fuzzy soft sets was started by
Tanay and Kandemir in [10]. Mahanta and Das [11] contin-
ued working on fuzzy soft topology and studied separation
axioms and connectedness of fuzzy soft topological spaces.
Simisekler and Yuksel [12] modified the definition of fuzzy
soft topology and also gave the concept of soft quasi neigh-
borhood of a fuzzy soft point. Roy and Samanta [9] gave
the new definition of fuzzy soft topology and proposed the
concept of base and subbase for this new space.
Although different aspects of fuzzy soft set theory has been
studied by several authors, fuzzy soft number and fuzzy soft
norm have not been investigated yet. In real life situations,
we usually use some phrases or sentences like ” distance
between A and B is about 10 kilometers” or ” distance be-
tween A and B is around 20 minutes”. Such vague expres-
sions are used when we deal with quantities which we do not
know their values precisely. Moreover, these inexact values
are usually depend on some parameters. For instance, dis-
tance between A and B can be changed based on selected
measure. In addition, it can be presented longer or shorter
with regards to chosen path or time of movement. Whereas
in classic mathematics distance between two objects in a
normed space is supposed constant, in real life it is not a
fixed concept. To solve such problems a parameterization
version of numbers and norm shall be needed.
In this paper, we first recall the definition of fuzzy soft topol-
ogy which has been established in [9] and then answer to
the natural question ” is there any relation between point-
set topology, fuzzy topology and fuzzy soft topology over
a common universe?”. We continue our work by introduc-
ing the concept of fuzzy soft real numbers and then initiate
fuzzy soft norm over a set. We also consider the relationship
between fuzzy soft norm and fuzzy norm over a common
set. Finally, we will consider fuzzy soft fixed-point theorem
in fuzzy soft normed spaces.
2 Preliminaries
Let X be the set of all objects and E be the set of all param-
eters. Let A ⊆ E, and 2X and IX , where I = [0, 1], denote
the set of all subsets and fuzzy subsets of X , respectively.
Molodtsov [1] introduced the concept of soft set as follow:
Definition 2.1 : ([1]) A pair (F,A) is called a soft set over
X if F is a mapping given by F : A→ 2X such that for all
e ∈ A, F (e) ⊆ X .
The soft set (F,A) can be denoted by FA.
Maji et.al [4] gave the concept of fuzzy soft set as be-
low:
Definition 2.2 : ([4]) A pair (f,A) is called a fuzzy soft
set over X , F.S set briefly, if f is a mapping given by f :
A → IX . So ∀e ∈ A, f(e) is a fuzzy subset of X , with
membership function
fe : X → [0, 1]
In fact, the membership function fe indicates degree of be-
longingness of each element of X in f(e) or shows how
much each member of X has the parameter e ∈ E. So the
soft set (f,A) can be represented by the set of triplet ordered
{(e, x, fe(x)) : e ∈ A, x ∈ X, f(e) ∈ I
X}
where fe(x) is degree of membership x in fuzzy set f(e).
The fuzzy soft set (f,A) can be denoted by fA.
Example 2.1 In geography science, definition of a forest
is expressed based on some parameters such as domain
and density of vegetation, type of vegetation, soil types,
amount of annual rain, and species of plant and animal. Let
X = {A,B,C} be a set of regions under consideration.
Suppose that E={e1, e2, e3, e4} is a set of parameters
where ei (i = 1, . . . , 4) stand for the parameters: wide,
dense vegetation, rainy, variety of plant and animal,
respectively. The available information of these regions can
be presented by the fuzzy soft set fE as below:
fE = {(e1, {
0.8
A
,
0.3
B
,
0.5
C
}), (e2, {
0.1
A
,
0.5
B
,
0.7
C
}),
(e3, {
0.2
A
,
0.3
B
,
0.8
C
}), (e4, {
0.1
A
,
0.3
B
,
0.5
C
})}
which means that A is the largest zone among these three
areas, while it has the lowest amount of vegetation, annual
rain, and diversity of animal and plant species.
Definition 2.3 : ([4],[26]) (Rules of fuzzy soft set) For two
fuzzy soft sets fA and gB over the common universe X with
respect to parameter set E where A,B ⊆ E we have,
i. fA is a fuzzy soft subset of gB shown by fA≤˜gB if:
1. A ⊆ B,
2. For all e in A, fe(x) ≤ ge(x), ∀x ∈ X .
ii. fA = gB if fA≤˜gB and gB≤˜fA.
iii. The complement of fuzzy soft set fA is denoted by f cA
where f c : A → IX and f c(e) is the complement of
fuzzy set f(e), i.e f c(e) = (f(e))c, with membership
function f ce = 1− fe, ∀e ∈ A.
iv. fA = ΦA (null fuzzy soft set with respect to A), if for
each e ∈ A, fe(x) = 0, ∀x ∈ X .
v. fA = X˜A (absolute fuzzy soft set with respect to A) if if
for each e ∈ A, fe(x) = 1 , ∀x ∈ X .
If A = E, the null and absolute fuzzy soft set is denoted
by Φ and X˜ , respectively.
vi. The union of two fuzzy soft sets fA and gB , denoted by
fA∨˜gB , is the fuzzy soft set (f ∨g)C where C = A∪B
and ∀e ∈ C, we have (f ∨ g)(e) = f(e) ∨ g(e) where
(f∨g)e(x) =


fe(x) if e ∈ A−B
ge(x) if e ∈ B −A
max{fe(x), ge(x)} if e ∈ A ∩B
for all x ∈ X .
vii. The intersection of two fuzzy soft sets fA and gB , de-
noted by fA∧˜gB , is the fuzzy soft set (f ∧ g)C where
C = A ∩ B and ∀e ∈ C, we have (f ∧ g)(e) =
f(e) ∧ g(e) where (f ∧ g)e(x) = min{fe(x), ge(x)}
for all x ∈ X .
In (vii), A ∩ B must be nonempty to avoid the degenerate
case.
Note that during this paper, X and E are used to show the
universal sets of objects and parameters, respectively. fA
denotes a fuzzy soft set over X where A ⊆ E and XE de-
notes the set of all fuzzy soft sets over X with regards to
parameter set E.
Proposition 2.1 ([14]) (De Morgan Laws) Let fE and gE
be F.S sets over X with respect to E. Then we have
1. [fE∨˜gE ]c = f cE∧˜gcE
2. [fE∧˜gE ]c = f cE∨˜gcE
Proof. See [14]. ✷
Definition 2.4 : ([26]) Let X and Y be universal sets, and
E and E′ be corresponding parameter sets, respectively.
Suppose that fA be a F.S set on X and gB be a F.S set on Y .
Let u : X → Y and p : E → E′ be ordinary functions.
i. The map hup : XE → YE′ is called a F.S map from X
to Y mapping fA to F.S set hup(fA) and for all y ∈ Y
and e′ ∈ p(E) it is defined as below:
[hup(f)]e′ (y) = sup
x∈u−1(y)
[ sup
e∈p−1(e′)∩A
f(e)](x)
if p−1(e′) ∩ A 6= ∅, u−1(y) 6= ∅
and otherwise [hup(fA)]e′ (y) = 0.
ii. Let hup : XE → YE′ be a F.S map from X to Y . Then
the inverse image of F.S set gB, denoting by h−1up (gB),
is a F.S set on X and for all x ∈ X and e ∈ E is
defined as below:
[h−1up (g)]e(x) =
{
gp(e)(u(x)) if p(e) ∈ B
0 otherwise
Theorem 2.1 : ([26]) Let hup : XE → YE′ be a F.S map
where u : X → Y and p : E → E′ are ordinary functions.
For fuzzy soft set fA and family of fuzzy soft sets (fA)i in X
and for fuzzy soft set gB and family of fuzzy soft sets (gB)i
on Y we have
1. hup(Φ) = Φ and h−1up (Φ) = Φ
2. hup(X˜)≤˜Y˜ and h−1up (Y˜ ) = X˜
3. hup[
∨˜
i(fA)i] =
∨˜
ihup(fA)i and
h−1up [
∨˜
i(gB)i] =
∨˜
ih
−1
up (gB)i
4. hup[
∧˜
i(fA)i]≤˜
∧˜
ihup(fA)i and
h−1up [
∧˜
i(gB)i] =
∧˜
ih
−1
up (gB)i
5. [hup(fA)]c≤˜hup(fA)c and [h−1up (gB)]c = h−1up (gB)c
Proof. See [26]. ✷
Here we apply Definition 2.4 and Fuzzy Extension Prin-
ciple for an ordinary function (see [16]) to give a parameter-
ized extension of an ordinary function to a F.S map.
Definition 2.5 : Let u : X → Y be a function. Let fA be a
F.S set in X . Then the image of of fA is a F.S set in Y whose
membership function is given by:
[u(f)]e′(y) = sup
x∈u−1(y)
[ sup
e∈p−1(e′)∩A
f(e)](x)
if p−1(e′) ∩ A 6= ∅, u−1(y) 6= ∅ and otherwise 0. This is
shown in the following Diagram
E −→p E′
↓f ↓u(f)
X −→u Y
f(e)ց ւf(e)ou−1
[0, 1]
Hence (uf)(e′) = f(p−1(e′))ou−1.
Let gB be a F.S set in Y . The inverse image of gB is a F.S
set in X whose membership function is given by:
[u−1(g)]e(x) =
{
gp(e)(u(x)) if p(e) ∈ B
0 otherwise
This is shown in the following Diagram
E −→p E′
u−1g↓ ↓g
X −→u Y
g(e′)ouց ւg(e′)
[0, 1]
So g(p(e))ou = (u−1g)(e).
Note that, If p : E → E′ is a bijective mapping, then the
former definition can be written as below:
[u(f)]e(y) =
{
supx∈u−1(y) fe(x) e = p
−1(e′) ∈ A, u−1(y) 6= ∅
0 otherwise
since there exists only one element in the parameter set E
such that p(e) = e′. If A = E, then we have
[u(f)]e(y) =
{
supx∈u−1(y) fe(x) u
−1(y) 6= ∅
0 otherwise
3 Fuzzy Soft Topology and its Re-
lation with Point-Set and Fuzzy
Topologies
Topological studies of fuzzy soft sets was began by Tanay
and Kandemir in [10]. The concept of fuzzy soft topology
introduced by them is in fact, a topological structure over a
fuzzy soft set. So it can be seen as a collection of fuzzy soft
subsets of an arbitrary fuzzy soft set. This means that pa-
rameter set is not fixed everywhere (see Definition 2.3 part
(i)). But since in this case De Morgan law’s are not hold
in general (see [14]), in [9], Roy and Samanta initiated the
concept of fuzzy soft topology over a universal set where
the parameter set is supposed fixed all over the universe.
Here we recall definition of fuzzy soft topology introduced
in [9], and consider the relationship between this new topol-
ogy with two previous topologies, point-set topology and
fuzzy topology, over a common universe.
Definition 3.1 : ([9]) A fuzzy soft topology over X denoted
by τ , is a collection of fuzzy soft subsets of X such that:
i. X˜ and Φ ∈ τ .
ii. The union of any number of fuzzy soft sets in τ belongs
to τ .
iii. The intersection of any two fuzzy soft sets in τ belongs
to τ .
The triplet (X,E, τ) is called a fuzzy soft topological space,
F.S topological space in brief, and each element of τ is
called a fuzzy soft open set, say F.S open set, in X . The
complement of a F.S open set is called F.S closed set.
Example 3.1 : Let X be a universal set including objects
under consideration and E be the set of parameters. Then
the family of all F.S sets over X , denoting by XE , forms a
F.S topology over X which is called discrete F.S topology,
while indiscrete or trivial F.S topology on X contains only
Φ, X˜ .
Example 3.2 : Let (X, τ) be a topological space. Then the
family
{VE : V ∈ τ, E = (0, 1]}
forms a F.S topology over X denoting by τF.S where VE is
a F.S set over X with respect to τ -open set V defined as
below:
V : E = (0, 1]→ IX
where for each α ∈ (0, 1], V (α) is defined by characteristic
function of τ -open set V i.e., V (α) = χV . So
Vα(x) =
{
1 x ∈ V
0 x /∈ V
Example 3.3 : Let (X, τ) be a topological space and E be
a parameter set. The collection τF.S = {f ; f : E → IX :
∀e ∈ E, (fe)−1(0, 1] ∈ τ} is a fuzzy soft topology over X
where for each e ∈ E, (fe)−1(0, 1] denotes the support of
fuzzy set f(e). Moreover τ ⊂ τFS .
Example 3.4 : Let (X, γ) be a fuzzy topological space. Let
µ be a fuzzy subset of X and χ denotes the characteristic
function. We define the characteristic function of α-cut sets
of µ, denoting by χµα , as below:
χµα : X → [0, 1]
(χµα)(x) =
{
1 µ(x) ≥ α
0 µ(x) < α
Now we construct the the F.S map χµE by using χµα’s as
below:
χµ : E = (0, 1]→ I
X
(χµ)(α) = χµα
for each α ∈ E. Then the collection
τF.S = {χµE : χµ : E → I
X ; ∀α ∈ E, (χµ)(α) = χµα}
is a fuzzy soft topology over X .
Theorem 3.1 : ([13]) Let (X,E, τ) be a fuzzy soft topolog-
ical space. Then corresponding to each e ∈ E, τe = {f(e) :
fE ∈ τ, e ∈ E} forms a fuzzy topology over X (in the sense
of Chang [16]).
Proof.
i. Φ, X˜ ∈ τ ⇒ 0, 1 ∈ τe where 0 denotes the empty fuzzy
set and 1 shows the fuzzification of X , i.e.
0 = χ∅, 1 = χX , and χ denotes the characteristic
function.
ii. Let Λ be an index set and {fλE}λ∈Λ ⊆ τ . Let e ∈ E,
then for all λ ∈ Λ, fλ(e) ∈ τe. Since τ is a F.S
topology over X , then by applying Definition 2.3 part
(vi) we have ∨˜λ∈ΛfλE ∈ τ ⇒ (∨λ∈Λ fλ)E ∈ τ ⇒
(
∨
λ∈Λ f
λ)(e) ∈ τe.
iii. Suppose f1E , f2E ∈ τ and e ∈ E. Then f1(e), f2(e) ∈
τe. Since τ is a F.S topology, then then by applying
Definition 2.3 part (vii) we have f1E∧˜f2E ∈ τ ⇒ (f1 ∧
f2)E ∈ τ ⇒ f
1(e) ∧ f2(e) ∈ τe.
So τe is a fuzzy topology over X .
✷
Now we define the concept of fuzzy soft point over set
X . In the literature, the concept of fuzzy soft point was
introduced as bellows:
1. ([11]) A fuzzy soft set fE over X is called a fuzzy soft
point if for the element e∗ ∈ E we have
fe(x) =
{
λx if e = e∗
0 otherwise
∀e ∈ E, ∀x ∈ X where λ ∈ (0, 1].
2. ([12]) A fuzzy soft set fE over X is called a fuzzy soft
point if for the element x∗ ∈ X we have
fe(x) =
{
λ if x = x∗
0 otherwise
∀e ∈ E, ∀x ∈ X where λ ∈ (0, 1].
But these definitions are not free of difficulties. First one
investigates the cases which are related to only one param-
eter. Second one, although is more general than the former,
considers specific cases in which the membership degree is
supposed fixed for all parameters. In fact, it can be seen as a
parameterized version of a fuzzy point, whereas fuzzy soft
set theory is a new method to give a fuzzy extension of soft
set theory.
In classic set theory, each member of a non-empty set is de-
fined as an object which has the same property of the set.
On the other hand, fuzzy soft set theory is a method used
to represent the imprecise information about a set based
on some parameters. So to define the concept of fuzzy
soft point, we restrict the universal set X to the single set
{x} ⊂ X and define the fuzzy soft point x as a fuzzy de-
scription of element x ∈ X with regards to some parame-
ters.
Definition 3.2 : ([13, 14])
1. Let xλe be a fuzzy point with support x ∈ X and mem-
bership degree λe ∈ (0, 1] (see [28] ). The fuzzy soft
set PxE is called fuzzy soft point, say F.S point, when-
ever Px : E → IX is a map such that for each e ∈ E
and ∀z ∈ X
(Px)e(z) =
{
λe if z = x
0 otherwise
So for each e ∈ E, (Px)(e) = xλe , or (Px)(e) =
λeχ{x} where χ{x} is the characteristic function of
{x}. In other words, the F.S point PxE , is a fuzzy de-
scription of x ∈ X based on parameter set E.
If λe = 1 for all e ∈ E, we call PxE , crisp F.S point.
2. The F.S point PxE belongs to F.S set fE denoting by
PxE∈˜fE , whenever for all e ∈ E we have 0 < λe ≤
fe(x).
3. The restriction of F.S point PxE to an element e ∈
E, denoting by PxE |e, is called fuzzy soft single point
over E, say F.S single point, whenever for all α ∈ E
and ∀z ∈ X
(Px|e)α(z) =
{
(Px)e(x) = λe if α = e , z = x
0 otherwise
The F.S single point PxE |e belongs to F.S set fE de-
noting by PxE |e∈˜fE , whenever for e ∈ E we have
0 < λe ≤ fe(x).
It is clear that Definition 3.2 is an extension of both crisp
and fuzzy points. In addition, the concept of fuzzy soft
point introduced in the literature [11, 12] can be seen as a
specific case of our definition.
New Notation.
• The F.S point PxE will be denoted by x˜E where for
all e ∈ E, (Px)(e) = x˜(e) = xλe i.e., the image of
each parameter under map Px is a fuzzy point. Conse-
quently (x˜E)c can be applied to show the complement
of F.S point x˜E such that for all e ∈ E and ∀z ∈ X ,
we have
(x˜ce)(z) =
{
1− λe z = x
1 z 6= x
• The crisp F.S point PxE will be denoted by x1E or x¯E .
• The F.S single point PxE |e denoting by x˜e.
From now, notation x˜E means F.S point x in X where
x˜(e) = xλe , ∀e ∈ E.
Note that crisp point x and fuzzy point xλ can be viewed as
a fuzzy soft points x¯(0,1] and x˜(0,1] where ∀α ∈ E = (0, 1],
x¯(α) = x1 and x˜(α) = xλ, respectively
Definition 3.3 ([13, 14]) Let (X,E, τ) be a fuzzy soft topo-
logical space. Two fuzzy soft points x˜E and y˜E where for all
e ∈ E, x˜(e) = xλe and y˜(e) = yγe are said to be
• different if and only if
1. x 6= y or
2. Whenever x = y, we have λe 6= γe for some
e ∈ E.
• distinct if and only if x˜E ∧˜y˜E = Φ.
Definition 3.4 : ([13]) Let x˜E be a F.S point overX . Fuzzy
soft set gE is called fuzzy soft neighborhood, F.S - N in brief,
of F.S point x˜E whenever there exists a F.S open set fE such
that x˜E∈˜fE≤˜gE .
Example 3.5 : Take the set of all real numbersR with usual
topology τu. Let V = (a, b) ⊆ R be an open neighborhood
of x ∈ R. Define fuzzy soft set VE as the following:
V : (0, 1] → IR
α 7→ V (α) = χV
Then VE is an F.S-open-N of F.S point x˜E in F.S topolog-
ical space (X, (0, 1], τF.S) where τF.S is the F.S topology
mentioned in Example 3.2. In fact, VE is a parametrization
version of open interval V in R
Definition 3.5 : ([13])
1. Let x˜E be a F.S point in X . We say that x˜E is soft
quasi-coincident with F.S set fE , denoting by x˜E q˜fE ,
if there exists e ∈ E, such that λe + fe(x) > 1.
2. The fuzzy soft set gE is called soft quasi-coincident
with fuzzy soft set fE at x ∈ X , denoting by gE q˜fE ,
if there exist e ∈ E such that ge(x) + fe(x) > 1. If
not we say that gE is not soft quasi-coincident with fE
denoting by fE¬q˜gE .
3. The fuzzy soft single point x˜e is called soft quasi-
coincident with fuzzy soft set fE at x, denoting by
x˜eq˜fE , if for e ∈ E we have λe + fe(x) > 1.
Definition 3.6 : ([13]) The fuzzy soft set gE is called a soft
quasi neighborhood of F.S point x˜E , say soft Q - N, if there
exists the F.S open subset fE , such that x˜E q˜fE≤˜gE .
Let x˜E be a F.S point in X . Let Λ be an index set and
(fE)α∈Λ be a family of fuzzy soft sets over X with respect
to parameter set E.
Proposition 3.1 If x˜E ∈˜
∧˜
α∈Λ(fE)α ⇒ ∀α ∈ Λ :
x˜E ∈˜(fE)α.
Proof. See [13].
Proposition 3.2 If x˜E q˜
∨˜
α∈Λ(fE)α ⇒ ∃α ∈ Λ :
x˜E q˜(fE)α.
Proof. See [13].
Definition 3.7 ([13, 14]) Let (X,E, τ) be a fuzzy soft topo-
logical space. We say that X is a fuzzy soft
1. T0, say F.S T0, if and only if for every two distinct F.S
points in X , at least one of them has a F.S open - N
which is not intersection with the other.
2. T1 space, say F.S T1, if and only if for every two distinct
F.S points in X such as x˜E and y˜E , there exist two F.S
open - N of x˜E , y˜E like fE and gE respectively, such
that y˜E∧˜fE = Φ, and x˜E ∧˜gE = Φ.
3. Hausdorff space, say F.S T2 or F.S Hausdorff, if and
only if for every two distinct F.S points in X such as
x˜E and y˜E , there exist two F.S open - N like fE and
gE , such that fE∧˜gE = Φ.
Now we introduce a way to construct a fuzzy soft topol-
ogy over a set associate with the given point-set topology or
fuzzy topology over it.
We know that for each ordinary set like A if A is an un-
countable set, then we have A ∼ R ∼ (0, 1], and if A is a
finite or countable set, then A ∼ Nk or A ∼ N, respectively
where k is the number of elements of A.
Now consider the parameter set E. In the following remark
we discuss how the parameter set E can be replaced with a
suitable subset of (0, 1].
Remark 3.1 : ([13]) Let X be the set of objects under con-
sideration, and E be the set of parameters.
1. If E is an uncountable set, then we replace E with
(0, 1]. So associate with each e ∈ E we have an
α ∈ (0, 1].
2. If E is an infinite but countable set, we replace E with
the set of all rational numbers in (0, 1]. Thus in this
case, each ei ∈ E can be replaced with mn ∈ (0, 1]
such that m = 1, 2, . . . , n = 1, 2, . . ., and m ≤ n.
3. If E is a finite set where |E| = k, we replace E with
{ 1
k
, . . . , k−1
k
, 1}. So corresponding to each ei ∈ E, we
have i
k
∈ (0, 1], where i = 1, . . . , k − 1, k.
From now, (0, 1]E is used to show the subset of (0, 1] corre-
sponding to E.
Now we are ready to introduce a fuzzy soft topology on X
associate with the initial topology on X . Put T (X) the set
of all topologies on X , TF (X) the set of all fuzzy topolo-
gies on X , and TF.S(X) the set of all fuzzy soft topologies
on X and consider the following mappings
i′e : TF.S(X)→ TF (X), it : TF (X)→ T (X)
w : T (X)→ TF (X), w
′ : TF (X)→ TF.S(X)
Definition 3.8 : ([13])
1. Let (X,E, δ) be a fuzzy soft topological space, then
corresponding to each parameter e ∈ E we can define
a fuzzy topology on X by
i′e(δ) = {f(e) : fE ∈ δ}
(see Theorem 3.1) and a topology over X by
it(i
′
e(δ)) = {(f(e))
−1(t, 1] : t ∈ [0, 1), fE ∈ δ}
as a topology over X where t ∈ (0, 1]E .
2. Suppose (X, τ) be a topological space and E be the
set of parameters. We can define a fuzzy soft topology
on X with regards to τ by
w′(w(τ)) = {f : E → IX ; f(e) ∈ w(τ); ∀e ∈ E}
where
w(τ) = {µ : X → [0, 1] : µ−1(t, 1] ∈ τ, ∀t ∈ [0, 1)}
is a fuzzy topology over X (see [17]).
It is easy to check that w′(w(τ)) and it(i′e(δ)) are indeed
F.S topology and point-set topology over X , respectively
(see [13]).
4 Fuzzy Soft Real Number
A fuzzy soft number is a fuzzy soft set on real numbersR as-
sociated with some parameters. This notion is a mathemat-
ical tool to represent terms such as ” about m with respect
to n”. Before giving the concept of fuzzy soft real number,
we recall some definitions connected with this subject which
are considered in the literature (see [15, 19, 20, 18]).
4.1 Fuzzy Real number
Definition 4.1 : ([20, 18]) The fuzzy real number µ is a
fuzzy subset of real number set R which satisfies the below
conditions:
• µ is normal, i.e., ∃r ∈ R;µ(r) = 1.
• µ is convex, i.e., ∀α ∈ (0, 1], α-level’s of µ are convex
sets in R.
• µ is upper semi-continuous, i.e., for all t ∈ (0, 1] and
ε > 0, µ−1([0, t)) is an open set in R when topology
over R is supposed the usual topology τu.
The set of all fuzzy real numbers is denoted by F(R). It
can be proved that α- level sets of an upper semi-continuous
convex normal fuzzy set for each α ∈ (0, 1] is a closed in-
terval in R. So we have
[µ]α = {t ∈ R : µ(t) ≥ α} = [µ
1
α, µ
1
α]
where µ1α, µ1α ∈ R.
A fuzzy number µ is called non-negative if µ(t) = 0 for
t < 0. The set of all non-negative fuzzy real numbers is
denoted by F(R∗).
Definition 4.2 : ([20, 18]) The operations ⊕,⊖,⊗,⊘ are
defined on F(R)×F(R) as below:
(µ⊕ δ)(t) = supsmin{µ(s), δ(t− s)}, t, s ∈ R
(µ⊖ δ)(t) = supsmin{µ(s), δ(s− t)}, t, s ∈ R
(µ⊗ δ)(t) = supsmin{µ(s), δ(t/s)}, t, s ∈ R, s 6= 0
(µ⊘ δ)(t) = supsmin{µ(st), δ(s)}, t, s ∈ R
Definition 4.3 ([20, 18]) We can also define fuzzy arith-
metic operations by α-level sets as below:
[µ⊕ δ]α = [µ1α + δ
1
α, µ
2
α + δ
2
α]
[µ⊖δ]α = [min{µ1α−δ
1
α, µ
2
α−δ
2
α},max{µ
1
α−δ
1
α, µ
2
α−δ
2
α}]
[µ⊗ δ]α = [min{µ1α.δ
1
α, µ
2
α.δ
2
α, µ
1
α.δ
2
α, µ
2
α.δ
1
α},
max{µ1α.δ
1
α, µ
2
α.δ
2
α, µ
1
α.δ
2
α, µ
2
α.δ
1
α}]
[µ⊘ δ]α = [min{µ1α/δ
1
α, µ
2
α/δ
2
α, µ
1
α/δ
2
α, µ
2
α/δ
1
α},
max{µ1α/δ
1
α, µ
2
α/δ
2
α, µ
1
α/δ
2
α, µ
2
α/δ
1
α}]
[|µ|]α = [max{0, µ1α,−µ
2
α},max{|µ
1
α|, |µ
2
α|}]
where[µ]α = [µ1α, µ2α], [δ]α = [δ1α, δ2α]
Definition 4.4 ([20, 18]) Let µ, δ ∈ F(R) and [µ]α =
[µ1α, µ
2
α] and [δ]α = [δ1α, δ2α].
The partial order  in F(R) is defined as below:
µ  δ if and only if µ1α ≤ δ1α and µ2α ≤ δ2α for all α ∈ (0, 1].
The equality of fuzzy numbers µ and δ is defined as below:
µ = δ ⇔ [µ]α = [δ]α for all α ∈ (0, 1].
4.2 Fuzzy Soft Real Number
Definition 4.5 : Let R be the set of all real numbers, and E
be the parameter set. The set of all fuzzy soft real numbers,
say F.S real numbers, is denoted by RE = {f : E → IR},
where for all e ∈ E, f(e)’s are fuzzy real numbers.
The real number r ∈ R can be seen as a F.S real number r¯E
if for all e ∈ E, r(e) is defined by characteristic function of
r. So we have
r¯ : E → IR
e 7→ r¯(e) = χr
where r¯(e) is defined by
r¯e(t) =
{
1 if t = r
0 if t 6= r
for all t ∈ R. We call such a F.S real number, crisp F.S
real number and denote it by r¯E . The F.S real number fE
is called non-negative F.S real number, if for all e ∈ E,
fe(t) = 0 ∀t < 0. The set of all non-negative F.S real
numbers is denoted by R∗E . 0¯E and 1¯E are used to show
the crisp F.S real numbers 0 and 1, respectively. So for each
e ∈ E and for all t ∈ R
0¯e(t) =
{
1 if t = 0
0 if t 6= 0
1¯e(t) =
{
1 if t = 1
0 if t 6= 1
During this study, we will show the F.S real numbers by r˜E ,
where r ∈ R and r˜ : E → IR.
Remark 4.1 : In daily-life situations, saying like ” weather
is pretty warm, although it is winter ” are used usually. So
a mathematical concept is needed for medelling these kinds
of term.
Remark 4.2 : In application, F.S real numbers are used to
display numbers which are approximately equal to a real
number or being approximately between two real numbers
whit respect to some parameters.
Definition 4.6 : [r˜E ]e,α is called the α-level set of F.S real
number r˜E corresponding to the parameter e ∈ E and de-
fined as below
[r˜E ]e,α = {t : r˜e(t) ≥ α}
So it can be considered as the α-level set of fuzzy real num-
ber r˜(e), i.e. [r˜E ]e,α = [r˜(e)]α.
Definition 4.7 : Let r˜E and r˜′E be two F.S real numbers.
We say that
1. r˜E˜r˜′E ⇔ r˜(e)  r˜′(e), for all e ∈ E.
2. r˜E = r˜′E ⇔ r˜(e) = r˜′(e), for all e ∈ E.
So if
[r˜E ]e,α = [r˜(e)]α = [r
1
e,α, r
2
e,α]
and
[r˜′E ]e,α = [r˜
′(e)]α = [r
′1
e,α, r
′2
e,α]
then we have
1. r˜E˜r˜′E ⇔ r1e,α ≤ r′1e,α and r2e,α ≤ r′2e,α ∀α ∈ (0, 1]
and ∀e ∈ E.
2. r˜E = r˜′E ⇔ r1e,α = r′1e,α and r2e,α = r′2e,α, ∀α ∈ (0, 1]
and ∀e ∈ E.
4.3 Arithmetic Operations of Fuzzy Soft Real
Number
Definition 4.8 : Let r˜E and r˜′E be two F.S real numbers. We
define arithmetic operations ⊕˜, ⊖˜, ⊗˜, ⊘˜ by applying Defini-
tion 4.2 as below:
r˜E⊕˜r˜′E is defined by map r˜⊕˜r˜′ : E → IR such that for each
e ∈ E we have (r˜⊕˜r˜′)(e) = r˜(e) ⊕ r˜′(e) where ∀t ∈ R,
[r˜(e)⊕ r˜′(e)](t) is defined by Definition 4.2,
(r˜E⊖˜r˜′E)(e) = r˜(e)⊖ r˜
′(e), for each e ∈ E,
(r˜E⊗˜r˜′E)(e) = r˜(e)⊗ r˜
′(e), for each e ∈ E,
(r˜E⊘˜r˜′E)(e) = r˜(e)⊘ r˜
′(e), for each e ∈ E.
If [r˜E ]e,α = [r˜(e)]α = [r1e,α, r2e,α], and [r˜′E ]e,α =
[r˜′(e)]α = [r
′1
e,α, r
′2
e,α] be non-negative F.S real numbers,
then by applying Definition 4.3, we have
[r˜E⊕˜r˜′E ]e,α = [r˜(e)⊕ r˜
′(e)]α,
[r˜E⊖˜r˜′E ]e,α = [r˜(e)⊖ r˜
′(e)]α,
[r˜E⊗˜r˜′E ]e,α = [r˜(e)⊗ r˜
′(e)]α,
[r˜E⊘˜r˜′E ]e,α = [r˜(e)⊘ r˜
′(e)]α,
[|r˜E |]e,α = [|r˜(e)|]α.
∀e ∈ E and ∀α ∈ (0, 1].
Proposition 4.1 : The additive and the multiplicative iden-
tities in RE are 0¯E and 1¯E , respectively.
Proof. Let rE be a F.S real number and 0¯E be crisp F.S zero
element. It is clear that [0¯E ]e,α = [0¯(e)]α = {0} = [0, 0].
Suppose that [r˜E ]e,α = [r˜(e)]α = [r1e,α, r2e,α]. Then for
each α ∈ (0, 1],
[rE⊕˜0¯E ]e,α = [r˜(e)⊕ 0¯(e)]α
= [r1e,α + 0, r
2
e,α + 0]
= [r1e,α, r
2
e,α] = [r˜(e)]α = [r˜E ]e,α
Thus r˜E⊕˜0¯E = r˜E .
Similarly, it can be shown that ∀e ∈ E and ∀α ∈ (0, 1],
[r˜E⊗˜1¯E ]e,α = [r˜E ]e,α ⇔ r˜E⊗˜1¯E = r˜E . ✷
5 Fuzzy Soft Normed Spaces
5.1 Fuzzy Soft Norm
Due to introduce a norm for a fuzzy soft point, extension of
some operations such as addition and scalar multiplication
are needed. In this section we firstly suggest a parametriza-
tion version of these well-known concepts, and then intro-
duce the notion of fuzzy soft norm.
Definition 5.1 : Let fE , gE ∈ XE . Then we define
fE⊗˜gE ∈ XE ×XE as the F.S multiplication by the map
f⊗˜g : E → IX×X
e → (f⊗˜g)(e) = f(e)⊗ g(e)
where
(f⊗˜g)(e)(x1, x2) = (f(e)⊗ g(e))(x1, x2)
= min{fe(x1), ge(x2)}
Definition 5.2 : Let X be a vector space over the field F
(R or C). Let h1 : X × X → X be the ordinary addition
function on X , i.e. h1(x1, x2) = x1+x2 for all x1, x2 ∈ X .
Let fE , gE ∈ XE . If F.S addition is denoted by ⊕˜, then by
applying Definition 2.5 we have h1(fE × gE) = fE⊕˜gE
where
(f⊕˜g)(e)(x) = h1(f × g)(e)(x)
= sup
(x1,x2)∈h
−1
1
(x)
[(f × g)(e)](x1, x2)
= sup
(x1,x2)
[(f × g)(e)](x1, x2)
= sup
(x1,x2)
min{fe(x1), ge(x2)}
where x1 + x2 = x.
Definition 5.3 : Let X be a vector space over the field F
(R or C). Let h2 : F × X → X be the ordinary scalar
multiplication function on X , i.e. h2(t, x) = tx for t ∈ F
and x ∈ X .
Let fE ∈ XE and r ∈ R such that r˜E ∈ RE . If F.S scalar
multiplication is denoted by ⊗˜, by applying Definition 2.5
we have h2(rE × fE) = rE⊗˜fE where
(r˜⊗˜f)(e)(z) = h2(r˜ × f)(e)(z)
= sup
(t,x)∈h−1
2
(z)
[(r˜ × f)(e)](t, x)
= sup
(t,x)
[(r˜ × f)(e)](t, x)
= sup
(t,x)
min{r˜e(t), fe(x)}
where tx = z.
Note that if r˜E be the crisp F.S real number r¯E , then
the F.S scalar multiplication is defined by
(r¯⊗˜f)(e)(z) =


fe(
z
r
) if r 6= 0
supx∈X fe(x) if r = 0, z = 0
0 if r = 0, z 6= 0
We denote r¯E⊗˜fE by rfE .
Next, let fE be the F.S point x˜E , then
(r¯⊗˜x˜)(e)(z) =
{
1 if z = rx
0 otherwise
So r¯E⊗˜x˜E = rxE , crisp F.S real number rx.
Definition 5.4 : Let X be a vector space over field F (R or
C) and let E be the set of parameters. We define fuzzy soft
norm ||.||, say F.S norm, over X by map ||.|| : XE → R∗E
which satisfies the below conditions
1. x˜E = 0¯E ⇔ ||x˜E || = 0¯E
2. ||rx˜E || = |r¯E |⊗˜||x˜E ||
3. ||x˜E⊕˜y˜E ||˜||x˜E ||⊕˜||y˜E ||
We denote the fuzzy soft normed space X , say F.S normed
space X , by (X,E, ||.||).
Note that F.S norm of F.S point x˜E ∈ XE is denoted
by map ||x˜E || : E → IR
∗
which is a non-negative F.S real
number. It means that for each e ∈ E, ||x˜E ||(e) : R → I
where ||x˜E ||(e)(t) = 0 for all t < 0 (see Definition 4.1).
We can also defineα-level sets of F.S real number ||x˜E ||
as below
[||x˜E ||]e,α = [||x˜E ||(e)]α = [||x˜E ||
1
e,α, ||x˜E ||
2
e,α]
where ||x˜E ||1e,α, ||x˜E ||2e,α are real numbers and [||x˜E ||(e)]α,
is a closed interval in real line (see Definition 4.1).
Lemma 5.1 : Let r, x ∈ R. Suppose x¯E and r¯E be crisp F.S
real numbers corresponding to x and r, respectively. Then
1. |r¯E | = |r|E
2. rxE = r¯E⊗˜x¯E
Proof.
1. Let r ∈ R. Definition 4.5 implies [r¯E ]e,α = [r, r] and
[|r|E ]e,α = [|r|, |r|]. By applying Definition 4.7, we
have
[|r¯E |]e,α = [|r¯(e)|]α
= [max{0, r,−r},max{|r|, |r|}] = [|r|, |r|]
So |r¯E | = |r|E .
2. It is clear by Definition 5.3.
✷
Theorem 5.1 : Let (X,E, ||.||) be a F.S normed space.
Then for each e ∈ E,
1. ||.||e is a fuzzy norm, introduced in [20, 22, 23], such
that ||.||e : X → F(R∗) is defined as ||x||e =
||xE ||(e) where F(R∗) denotes the set of all non-
negative fuzzy real numbers.
2. (X, ||.||ie,α) is normed space where i = 1, 2, e ∈ E
and α ∈ (0, 1] as below
||.||ie,α : X → R
∗ is defined by α-level set of fuzzy
norm ||.||e as ||x||
i
e,α = ||x||e
i
α where
[||x¯E ||]e,α = [||x¯E ||(e)]α = [||x||e]α = [||x||e
1
α, ||x||e
2
α]
Proof. Let (X,E, ||.||) be a F.S normed space.
1. Take e ∈ E.
(1) Let x = 0 and 0¯ denotes crisp fuzzy number
zero. Then by applying Definitions 5.4, we have
x¯E = 0¯E ⇔ ||x¯E || = 0¯E ⇔ ∀e ∈ E, ∀t ∈ R :
||x¯E ||(e) = 0¯⇔ ||x||e = 0¯.
(2) Lemma 5.1 implies
[||rx||e]α = {t : ||rx||e(t) ≥ α}
= {t : ||rxE ||)(e)(t) ≥ α}
= {t : ||rx¯E ||)(e)(t) ≥ α}
= {t : [|r¯E |⊗˜||x¯E ||](e)(t) ≥ α}
= {t : [|r|E⊗˜||x¯E ||](e)(t) ≥ α}
= {t : [|r|||x¯E ||](e)(t) ≥ α}
= {t : ||x¯E ||(e)(
t
|r|
) ≥ α}
= {t : ||x||e(
t
|r|
) ≥ α}
On the other hand
[|r|||x||e]α = {t : [|r|||x||e](t) ≥ α}
= {t : ||x||e(
t
|r|
) ≥ α}
(3) For any pair x¯E , y¯E ∈ X˜ ,
||x¯E⊕˜y¯E ||˜||x¯E ||⊕˜||y¯E ||
Then for each e ∈ E and α ∈ (0, 1],
[||x¯E⊕˜y¯E||(e)]
i
α ≤ [||x¯E ||(e)]
i
α + [||y¯E ||(e)]
i
α
when i = 1, 2. So
||x+ y||e
i
α ≤ ||x||e
i
α + ||y||e
i
α
where x+ y = supp (x¯E⊕˜y¯E). This implies that
||x+ y||e  ||x||e ⊕ ||y||e. Thus ||.||e’s are fuzzy
norm on X for all e ∈ E.
2. It is similar to (1).
Theorem 5.2 : Let (X, ||.||) be a normed space. Then
1. ||.||F is a fuzzy norm on X , where ||.||F : X → F(R∗)
and for each x ∈ X , ||x||F = χ||x|| where χ is a char-
acteristic function. So for all t ∈ R∗
||x||F (t) =
{
1 if t = ||x||
0 otherwise
2. ||.||E is a F.S norm on X with respect to the parameter
set E. ||.||E is defined by the mapping ||.||E : XE →
R∗E such as for all x˜E ∈˜XE ,and ∀e ∈ E, ∀t ∈ R∗
(||x˜E ||
E)e(t) =
{
1 if t = ||x||
0 otherwise
where x =support x˜(e) for all e ∈ E.
Proof. Part (1) is clear. We only prove (2).
(1) Let x˜E = 0¯E . Suppose x =support x˜(e) for each e ∈
E, then for e ∈ E we have
x˜E = 0¯E ⇔ x˜(e) = 0¯
⇔ x = 0
⇔ ||x|| = 0
⇔ (||x˜E ||
E)e(0) = 1, (||x˜E ||
E)e(t) = 0; t 6= 0
⇔ ||x˜E ||
E = 0¯E
(2) It is clear that supp(r¯E⊗˜x˜E)(e) = rx, then
[||r¯E⊗˜x˜E ||
E ]e,α = [||r¯E⊗˜x˜E ||
E(e)]α
= {t : (||r¯E⊗˜x˜E ||
E(e))(t) ≥ α}
= {t : t = ||supp(r¯E⊗˜x˜E)(e)||}
= {t : t = ||rx||} = ||rx|| = |r|||x||
and
[|r|E⊗˜||x˜E ||
E ]e,α = [(|r|E)(e)⊗ (||x˜E ||
E)(e)]α
= [|r|||x||, |r|||x||] = |r|||x||
(3) Let x˜E , and y˜E ∈ X˜ . Then
[||x˜E⊕˜y˜E ||
E ]e,α = [||x˜E⊕˜y˜E||
E(e)]α
= {t : (||x˜E⊕˜y˜E||
E(e))(t) ≥ α}
= {t : t = ||supp(x˜E⊕˜y˜E)(e)||}
= {t : t = ||x+ y||} = ||x+ y||
and
[||x˜E ||
E⊕˜||y˜E||
E ]e,α = [||x˜E ||
E(e)⊕ ||y˜E||
E(e)]α
= [||x||+ ||y||, ||x||+ ||y||]
= ||x||+ ||y||
Hence ||x˜E⊕˜y˜E ||E˜||x˜E ||E⊕˜||y˜E ||E .
5.2 Fuzzy Soft Topology Generated by F.S
Norm
If (X,E, ||.||) is a F.S normed space, then the F.S norm ||.||
induces a F.S topology over X as below.
Definition 5.5 : Let (X,E, ||.||) be a F.S normed space.
The F.S topological space (X,E,w′(w(τ||.||ie,α))) is called
F.S normed topology over X generated by F.S norm ||.||.
Theorem 5.3 : Let (X,E, ||.||) be a F.S normed space. The
topological space (X,E,w′(w(τ||.||ie,α))) is a F.S Hausdorff
space.
Proof. Let x˜E and y˜E be two F.S disjoint points in F.S
normed space (X,E, ||.||), where for all e ∈ E, x˜(e) = xλe
and y˜(e) = yγe . Hence x and y are disjoint points in
normed space (X, ||.||ie,α). Since every normed space is
Hausdorff, then there exist open sets U and V in τ||.||ie,α
such that U ∩ V = ∅. Consider F.S open sets UE and VE
in w′(w(τ||.||ie,α)) such that for all e ∈ E, U(e) = χU and
V (e) = χV . It is clear that x˜E∈˜UE and y˜E∈˜VE and more-
over UE∧˜VE = Φ. ✷
5.2.1 Convergency in Fuzzy Soft Normed Spaces
Here we suggest the concept of ”approach” and conse-
quently ”limit” in the fuzzy soft set theory. In point-set
topology, limx→c f(x) = L means that when x approaches
c sufficiently, f(x) becomes arbitrarily close to L.
By extending this idea in fuzzy soft set theory, where a typ-
ical fuzzy soft set is in fact a map whose image is a function
from X into [0, 1], the concept of ”approximately near with
respect to some parameters” can be presented as the follow-
ing.
Let x˜E and y˜E be F.S points in X . ”x˜E approaches y˜E”
means that, for all e ∈ E the real function x˜(e) becomes
close to the real function y˜(e) whenever x approaches y in
normed space (X, ||.||ie,α). In other words, behavior of ob-
jects x and y on the basis of some parameters are similar.
Definition 5.6 : Let (X,E, ||.||) be a F.S normed space. Let
x˜E and y˜E be two F.S points in X such that for each e ∈ E
x˜e(z) =
{
λe if z = x
0 if z 6= x
y˜e(z) =
{
γe if z = y
0 if z 6= y
where λe, γe ∈ (0, 1]. We say that x˜E approaches y˜E , de-
noting by
x˜E → y˜E
whenever for all e ∈ E and ∀ε > 0 there exists δ > 0 such
that
||x− y||ie,α < δ ⇒ |λe − γe| < ε
for i = 1, 2 and ∀α ∈ (0, 1].
Definition 5.7 : Let (X,E, ||.||) be a F.S normed space. Let
{xn} be a sequence in X where n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . For each
n, let (x˜E)n be a F.S point in X such that ∀e ∈ E and
∀z ∈ X
(x˜n)e(z) =
{
λe,n if z = xn
0 if z 6= xn
where λe,n ∈ (0, 1]. Then {(x˜E)n} includes F.S points
(x˜E)n is called a F.S sequence in X .
Definition 5.8 : Let (X,E, ||.||) be a F.S normed space. Let
{(x˜E)n} be a F.S sequence in X mentioned in Definition
5.7. Suppose that x˜E be a F.S point in X , such that ∀e ∈ E
and ∀z ∈ X
x˜e(z) =
{
γe if z = x
0 if z 6= x
where γe ∈ (0, 1]. By using Definition 5.6, we say that the
sequence {(x˜E)n} converges to x˜E denoting by
(x˜E)n → x˜E
if and only if ∀ε > 0 there exist positive integerN and δ > 0
such that for all e ∈ E,
∀n ≥ N ; ||xn − x||
i
e,α < δ ⇒ |λe,n − γe| < ε
or limn→∞ λe,n = γe whenever in normed spaces
(X, ||.||ie,α) we have limn→∞ xn = x. We call the sequence
{(x˜E)n} a F.S convergent sequence in X .
Theorem 5.4 : Let (X,E, ||.||) be a F.S normed space. If
F.S sequence {(x˜E)n} converges to x˜E and y˜E , then x˜E =
y˜E .
Proof. Let {(x˜E)n} be a F.S sequence in X mentioned
in Definition 5.7. Let (x˜E)n → x˜E and (x˜E)n → y˜E where
x˜E and y˜E are two differen F.S points in X such that ∀e ∈
E, are defined as below
x˜e(z) =
{
ξe if z = x
0 otherwise
y˜e(z) =
{
γe if z = y
0 otherwise
where z ∈ X and ξe, γe ∈ (0, 1].
Since limit is unique in every normed (or metric) spaces,
Definition 5.8 implies that x = y and ξe = γe, ∀e ∈ E.
This means that x˜E = y˜E . ✷
Definition 5.9 : Let (X,E, ||.||) be a F.S normed space.
Let {(x˜E)n} be a F.S sequence in X mentioned in Defini-
tion 5.7. We say that the F.S sequence {(x˜E)n} is a fuzzy
soft Cauchy sequence, say F.S Cauchy sequence, in X if F.S
points (x˜E)n become arbitrarily close to each other as the
sequence progress.
So we say {(x˜E)n} is a F.S Cauchy sequence in X if and
only if ∀ε > 0 there exists a positive integer N such that
∀n,m ≥ N
|λe,n − λe,m| ≤ ε
while
||xn − xm||
i
e,α ≤ ε
Definition 5.10 : Let (X,E, ||.||) be a F.S normed space
and {(x˜E)n} be a F.S sequence in X . Let {nk} be a se-
quence of positive integers such that n1 < n2 < . . ..
Then the F.S sequence {(x˜E)nk} is called a subsequence
of {(x˜E)n}.
Theorem 5.5 : Let (X,E, ||.||) be a F.S normed space and
{(x˜E)n} be a F.S sequence in X . The sequence {(x˜E)n} is
converges to y˜E in X if and only if every subsequence of it
is convergent to y˜E .
Proof. Let {(x˜E)n} be a F.S sequence mentioned in
Definition 5.7, and y˜E be a F.S point in X such that ∀e ∈ E
and ∀z ∈ X ,
y˜e(z) =
{
γe if z = y
0 otherwise
where γe ∈ (0, 1].
⇒ Let the sequence {(x˜E)n} converges to y˜E . Defini-
tion 5.8 implies that for each e ∈ E, sequence {λe,n}
of real numbers converges to γe while sequence {xn}
converges to y in normed spaces (X, ||.||ie,α). So for
every subsequence {nk} of {n}, we have
lim
nk→∞
λe,nk = γe
whenever
lim
nk→∞
xnk = y
This implies that (x˜E)nk → y˜E .
⇐ Let {nk} be an arbitrary subsequence of {n}. So the
subsequence {(x˜E)nk} of {(x˜E)n} is convergent to
y˜E . Definition 5.8 implies λe,nk → γe whenever
xnk → y in normed spaces (X, ||.||ie,α). Since {nk}
is an arbitrary subsequence of {n}, then λe,n → γe
while xn → y. Hence (x˜E)n → y˜E . This complete
the proof.
✷
Theorem 5.6 : Let (X,E, ||.||) be a F.S normed space.
Then every F.S convergent sequence is a F.S Cauchy se-
quence.
Proof. It is implied from Definitions 5.8 and 5.9.
✷
Definition 5.11 : Let (X,E, ||.||) be a F.S normed space. If
every F.S Cauchy sequence in X be a F.S convergent se-
quence, the F.S normed space X is called a F.S Banach
space.
5.2.2 Continuity in Fuzzy Soft Normed Spaces
Definition 5.12 : Let X and Y be universal sets and E and
E′ are the parameter sets. Let (X,E, ||.||) and (Y,E′, ||.||)
be F.S normed spaces. Then the map
T : (X,E, ||.||)→ (Y,E′, ||.||)
is called a fuzzy soft operator, say F.S operator in brief.
Definition 5.13 : Let (X,E, ||.||) and (Y,E′, ||.||) be F.S
normed spaces where E and E′ are the parameter sets and
X and Y are universal sets. Then T : (X,E, ||.||) →
(Y,E′, ||.||) is continuous at F.S point x˜E ∈˜XE , called F.S
continuous, if for every z˜E∈˜XE , such that z˜E → x˜E we
have T z˜E → T x˜E .
We say that T is F.S continuous over X whenever T is con-
tinuous at every F.S point of X .
Lemma 5.2 : Let (X,E, ||.||) and (Y,E′, ||.||) be F.S
normed spaces. Let T : (X, ||.||ie,α) → (Y, ||.||ie′,α) be an
operator from X into Y . Then if there is a bijection between
E and E′, then for every F.S point x˜E in X T x˜E = T˜ xE′ .
Proof. Definition 2.5 implies that
(T x˜)e′(y) =
{
x˜e(x) if y = Tx
0 otherwise
This means that T x˜E is a F.S point in Y corresponding to
Tx ∈ Y . This complete the proof.
✷
Theorem 5.7 : Let (X,E, ||.||) and (Y,E′, ||.||) be two F.S
normed spaces. Let T : (X, ||.||ie,α) → (Y, ||.||ie′,α) be an
operator from X into Y . Let x˜E and z˜E are used to denote
F.S points in X corresponding to x, z ∈ X , respectively.
Then T is continuous at x˜E∈˜XE if and only if T be contin-
uous at x ∈ X and moreover limz→x |x˜e(x) − z˜e(x)| = 0
for all z ∈ X .
Proof. It is clear by Lemma 5.2 and Definitions 5.8 and
5.13.
✷
Theorem 5.8 : Let (X,E, ||.||) and (Y,E′, ||.||) be two F.S
normed spaces and T : (X, ||.||ie,α) → (Y, ||.||ie′,α) be an
operator from X into Y . Let gE′ be a F.S open subset of Y˜
with respect to norm topology w′(w(τ||.||i
e′,α
)) induced by
F.S norm ||.|| where i = 1, 2 and α ∈ (0, 1]. Then T is
F.S continuous over X if and only if T−1(gE′) is F.S open
subset of X˜ with respect to norm topology w′(w(τ||.||ie,α))).
Proof. It is clear by applying Theorem 5.7. ✷
Definition 5.14 : T : (X,E, ||.||) → (Y,E′, ||.||) is
called F.S sequentially continuous if whenever the sequence
{(x˜E)n} of F.S points in X converges to x˜E , the F.S se-
quence {T (x˜E)n} converges to F.S point T x˜E .
Theorem 5.9 : Let (X,E, ||.||) and (Y,E′, ||.||) be two F.S
normed spaces and T : (X, ||.||ie,α) → (Y, ||.||ie′,α) be an
operator from X into Y . Then T is F.S sequentially contin-
uous if and only if T is F.S continuous over X .
Proof. It is clear by applying Theorem 5.7. ✷
6 Fuzzy Soft Fixed-Point Theorem
In this section we give a parameterized extension of fixed-
point theorem in fuzzy soft set normed spaces.
Definition 6.1 : Let X and E are sets of objects and pa-
rameters, respectively. Let T : (X, ||.||ie,α) → (X, ||.||ie,α)
be an operator. The F.S point x˜E is called a F.S fixed point
of T if and only if T x˜E = x˜E .
Theorem 6.1 : Let (X,E, ||.||) be a F.S Banach spaces. Let
T : (X, ||.||ie,α) → (X, ||.||
i
e,α) be an contraction operator,
i.e., for some real number like k such that 0 < k < 1 we
have
||Tx− Ty||ie,α ≤ k||x− y||
i
e,α
where i = 1, 2 , e ∈ E ,α ∈ (0, 1] and x, y ∈ X . Then T is
a F.S continuous map on X and moreover
||T x˜E⊖˜T y˜E||˜k||x˜E⊖˜y˜E ||
Proof. It is clear by applying Theorem 5.7 and Definition
4.7. ✷
Theorem 6.2 : Let (X,E, ||.||) be a F.S Banach spaces. Let
T : (X, ||.||ie,α) → (X, ||.||
i
e,α) be an contraction operator,
i.e., for some real number like k such that 0 < k < 1
||Tx− Ty||ie,α ≤ k||x− y||
i
e,α
where i = 1, 2 and e ∈ E and α ∈ (0, 1]. Then there
exists a unique F.S point in X like x˜E such that T x˜E = x˜E .
Moreover for any z˜E in X , T (T (. . . (T z˜E)) . . .)→ x˜E .
Proof. Let X and E be the sets of objects and parame-
ters, respectively. Let z˜E be a F.S point in X such that
(z˜)e(x) =
{
ξe if x = z
0 otherwise
where for all e ∈ E, ξe ∈ (0, 1]. Define the F.S sequence
{(x˜E)n} in X as below:
T z˜E = (x˜E)1
T (x˜E)1 = (x˜E)2
T (x˜E)2 = (x˜E)3
.
.
.
T (x˜E)n−1 = (x˜E)n
.
.
.
where x˜n : E → IX such that
(x˜n)e(x) =
{
λe,n if x = xn
0 otherwise
Since z˜E and (x˜E)n’s are F.S points in X , for all e ∈ E, we
can define the sequence {xn} in X as below:
x1 = suppx˜1(e) = Tz
x2 = suppx˜2(e) = Tx1 = T (Tz) = T
2z
.
.
.
xn = suppx˜n(e) = Txn−1 = T (T (. . . (Tz)) . . .) = T
nz
.
.
.
where for every i = 1, 2, . . ., suppx˜i(e) = [x˜i(e)]−1(0, 1]
indicates the support of fuzzy set x˜(e) and T n shows the
composition of T with itself n times.
On the other hand, Lemma 5.2 implies that the membership
functions of (x˜E)n’s are defined as below:
(x˜1)e(x) = (T z˜)e(x) =
{
ξe if x = x1 = z
0 otherwise
(x˜2)e(x) = (T x˜1)e(x) =
{
(x˜1)e(x) = ξe if x = x2 = x1 = z
0 otherwise
.
.
.
(x˜n)e(x) = (T x˜n−1)e(x) =
{
ξe if x = xn = . . . = x1 = z
0 otherwise
.
.
.
So for all e ∈ E we have λe,n = ξe, ∀n ∈ N.
Since T is a contraction map, we can show that
||xn+1 − xn||
i
e,α ≤ k
n||x1 − z||
i
e,α
and moreover, for any ε > 0 since 0 < k < 1 we can fined
a large number N ∈ N such that kN < ǫ(1−k)||x1−z||ie,α . So for
all m,n ∈ N such that m > n ≥ N we have
||xm − xn||
i
e,α ≤ ||xm − xm−1||
i
e,α + ||xm−1 − xm−2||
i
e,α
+ ...+ ||xn+1 − xn||
i
e,α
≤ km−1||x1 − z||
i
e,α + k
m−2||x1 − z||
i
e,α
+ ...+ kn||x1 − z||
i
e,α
= ||x1 − z||
i
e,αk
n
m−n−1∑
i=0
ki
≤ ||x1 − z||
i
e,αk
n
∞∑
i=0
ki
= ||x1 − z||
i
e,αk
n 1
1− k
≤
ǫ(1− k)
||x1 − z||ie,α
.
||x1 − z||ie,α
1− k
= ǫ
Hence we have ||xm − xn||ie,α ≤ ǫ and |λe,m − λe,n| =
|ξe − ξe| = 0 < ǫ. So Definition 5.9 implies that {(x˜E)n}
is a F.S Cauchy sequence in X and consequently since X is
a F.S Banach space, it is a F.S convergent sequence.
Let (x˜E)n → x˜E . Therefore Theorems 5.9 and 6.1 imply
that T (x˜E)n → T x˜E .
On the other hand, (x˜E)n = T (x˜E)n−1. So T (x˜E)n → x˜E .
Theorem 5.4 implies that x˜E = T x˜E i.e., x˜E is a F.S fixed
point of T in X .
Now we show that it is unique. Suppose that T y˜E = y˜E
then Definition 5.4 and Theorem 6.1 imply that
0¯E˜||x˜E⊖˜y˜E || = ||T x˜E⊖˜T y˜E||˜k||x˜E⊖˜y˜E ||
⇒ 0¯E˜||x˜E⊖˜y˜E ||˜k||x˜E⊖˜y˜E ||
⇒ 0¯E˜||x˜E⊖˜y˜E ||(1 − k)˜0¯E
⇒ 0¯E = ||x˜E⊖˜y˜E||
⇒ x˜E⊖˜y˜E = 0¯E
It means that for all e ∈ E and z ∈ X we have
(x˜⊖˜y˜)e(z) =
{
min{x˜e(x), y˜e(y)} = 1 if z = x− y = 0
0 otherwise
So (x˜⊖˜y˜)(e) = (x− y)(e)
⇒ x˜E⊖˜y˜E = x− yE = 0¯E
⇒ x = y
Hence x˜E is the only F.S fixed point of T in X . ✷
7 Discussion and Conclusion
The language used in our daily life situations is usually full
of imprecise phrases. Furthermore, measurement applied
in the areas related to economics, social science, environ-
mental science, and etc., is not crisp and depends on some
parameters such as our measurement tool, time and place
of measurement, individual observer, and etc. On the other
hand, the collected data from such surveys are not accurate
and have degree of uncertainty. Theory of fuzzy sets can
model these imprecise data while soft set theory provides
a useful method to deal with information related to some
parameters. So fuzzy soft set theory can be used as a frame-
work to approach and model these kind of occasions.
Due to determine how much behavior of some objects in an
information system are close to each other, the concepts of
norm and limit for fuzzy soft sets are needed. To consider
the similarity between some geographical regions based on
amount of annual rain or behavior of several shareholders
with respect to some decision parameters related to stock
market are examples of application of fuzzy soft norm and
fuzzy soft convergency in real-life situations. In this work,
we introduce a norm over the fuzzy soft classes, called F.S
norm, to indicate how much the elements of a universal set
are close to each other with regards to some parameters. In
fact the fuzzy soft norm may help us to construct the equiv-
alence classes over a set based on degree of having some
parameters.
We firstly introduce the concept of fuzzy soft number for the
first time and then consider some arithmetic operations over
them. Then we present fuzzy soft norm and give the rela-
tionship between the concept of norm in the sense of classic
and F.S norm. The concept of F.S sequence and F.S conver-
gent sequence are given. We also introduce a parametriza-
tion extension of fixed-point theorem in F.S normed spaces.
This paper may be the beginning for future research on
fuzzy soft inner product, Banach spaces, fixed-point theo-
rem and etc.
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